
FAxCs1–xPbIyBr3–y (24–26). We obtained an ex-
cellent PCE of close to 18.0% in the initial trial;
detailed PV metrics are listed in table S6.
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ULTRAFAST DYNAMICS

Direct time-domain observation of
attosecond final-state lifetimes in
photoemission from solids
Zhensheng Tao,1*† Cong Chen,1*† Tibor Szilvási,2 Mark Keller,3 Manos Mavrikakis,2

Henry Kapteyn,1 Margaret Murnane1

Attosecond spectroscopic techniques have made it possible to measure differences in transport
times for photoelectrons from localized core levels and delocalized valence bands in solids.We
report the application of attosecond pulse trains to directly and unambiguously measure the
difference in lifetimes between photoelectrons born into free electron–like states and those
excited into unoccupied excited states in the band structure of nickel (111). An enormous increase
in lifetime of 212 ± 30 attoseconds occurs when the final state coincides with a short-lived
excited state. Moreover, a strong dependence of this lifetime on emission angle is directly
related to the final-statebanddispersionasa functionof electron transversemomentum.This finding
underscores the importance of the material band structure in determining photoelectron lifetimes
and corresponding electron escape depths.

T
he electronic band structure of materials
consists of occupied and unoccupied bands
that emerge as the electron wave functions
of adjacent atoms in the lattice overlap with
each other. In general, valence bands will

havemorewave function overlap andwill there-
fore bewider than, for example, the core levels. The
periodicity of a crystal lattice imposes an energy-
momentumrelation that is describedas thedisper-
sion relationship for electrons ineachband,making
the electronic structure of solids quite complex.
Fortunately, angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES) can resolve both the energy and
momentum of photoelectrons by probing photo-

emission from materials at well-defined angles.
This information is related to the energy and mo-
mentum of electrons populating distinct bands,
providing a direct measurement of the band dis-
persion and the Fermi surface (1). When com-
bined with ultrafast lasers, time-resolved ARPES
makes it possible to capture fast changes in the
band structure ofmaterials near the center of the
Brillouin zone (i.e., low electron momenta) on pi-
cosecond and femtosecond time scales (2).More
recently, advances in tabletophigh-harmonic gen-
eration (HHG) (3, 4) have resulted in coherent ex-
treme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft x-ray beams that
are ideally suited for ARPES, opening up time-
resolved studies over the entireBrillouin zone (5,6).
HHG is emitted as a series of attosecond pulse
trains with unique characteristics of good energy
resolution (~100 to 300meV) combined with sub-
femtosecond time resolution. These capabilities
havemade it possible to observe and control the
fastest electron dynamics inmolecular andmate-

rial systems (7, 8). Recent work probed how fast a
material can change its magnetic state or tran-
sition from insulating tometallic (5, 9), uncovering
whichmicroscopicmechanismswere responsible
for driving fast phase or state transitions inmate-
rials. Other work probed the ~7-fs lifetime of core-
excited states of adsorbates on surfaces (10).
HHG has also been used to probe the time delay

associated with the photoemission process itself
in isolated atoms and materials (11–17) by taking
advantage of laser-assisted photoemission (18).
Although some discrepancy remains between ex-
periment and theory (17, 19), it is generally agreed
that the photoemission time delay from isolated
atoms arises from convolution of a Wigner time
delay due to scattering of photoelectrons in the
atomic potential and a measurement-induced de-
lay due to propagation of the photoelectrons in
the laser field (20). Unlike the case of isolated
atoms, interpreting photoemission time delays
from solids requires consideration of complex
band structures and various many-body inter-
actions that photoelectrons can experience as
they approach the surface. Previous attosecond-
streaking studies of a transition-metal W(110)
surface revealed a considerable time delay (~110
as) between photoemission from core-level and
valence-band states (11). In contrast, no delay
was measured for the free-electron metal Mg,
although a time delay similar to that of W was
expected (13). Various theoretical models have
been proposed to explain the photoemission
time delay from solids in terms of transport time
(21, 22), degrees of initial-state localization (21, 23),
and band-structure effects (24, 25). The use of
isolated attosecond pulses in these experiments
was necessarily accompanied by a broad EUV
bandwidth, which then gave rise to an integrated
broadband photoemission feature comprising
multiple valence bands (11, 13, 14). Other recent
work used synchrotron sources to measure the
final-state linewidths of photoemission from Cu,
finding pronounced variations in the ARPES spec-
tra with small changes in photon energy that
could not be assigned to a free-electron final state.
This work identified the direct transitions and
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measured very broad linewidths of >3 eV for un-
occupied excited final states in the band structure
within the photon energy range 20 to 150 eV (26).
Here, we directly and unambiguously mea-

sured the influence of the band structure of a
material on the lifetime of photoelectrons. To
accomplish this, we used attosecond pulse trains
of well-defined harmonics to measure the photo-
emission time delays for free-electron final states
as well as final states corresponding to the un-
occupied bulk bands of the transitionmetalNi(111).
We were able to distinguish photoelectron life-
times from individual valence bands and final
states in Ni(111), with additional help from
selection rules for photoemission for EUV fields
with different polarizations (1, 27). Our results
show that when the final state corresponds to
an unoccupied excited state in the Ni band struc-
ture, photoelectrons experience an abrupt delay
of ~212 ± 30 as. This delay corresponds to the
lifetime of the excited state and can be interpreted
physically as a variation of the attenuation length
of the final-state wave function inside the crys-
tal. Therefore, through adirect time-domainmea-
surement of attosecond photoelectron dynamics,
our results provide insights into the fundamental
concepts of photoelectron lifetime, inelastic mean
free path (IMFP), and group velocity.Moreover, we
observed large angle-dependent (i.e., momentum-
dependent) variations in photoemission time
delay, which are directly related to the final-state
band dispersion.
The basic principle underlying our experiments

is illustrated in Fig. 1A. Linearly polarized high
harmonics are focused collinearly with infrared
laser pulses (~26 fs, 780 nm) onto an atomically
clean Ni(111) surface. The HHG spectra consist of
multiple harmonic orders (11th to 41st) spanning
from 17 to 66 eV, which are generated using dif-
ferent noble gases (Xe, Kr, Ar, and Ne). The
corresponding HHG pulse train comprises EUV

bursts with durations of ~200 as [full width at
halfmaximum (FWHM)]within a~15-fs (FWHM)
envelope (28) in the time domain. Photoelectrons
with sufficiently largemomenta along the surface-
normal direction escape the surface and are de-
tected by a hemispherical electron analyzer. In
the angle-resolved photoelectron spectrum, the
same initial Bloch wave packet is excited tomul-
tiple final states with different kinetic energies,
manifesting as a ladder of direct photoemission
bands, each separated by twice the fundamental
photon energy ħwL (where ħ is the Planck con-
stant divided by 2p and wL is the frequency of the
fundamental driving laser) (Fig. 1B). Laser-assisted
photoemission in the presence of the phase-locked
infrared (IR) laser field (3 × 1011 W/cm2) modulates
thephotoelectron spectra as a function of td, the
relative delay between the EUVpump and IR probe
fields. This allows us to extract photoelectron
dynamics on attosecond time scales and angstrom
length scales by analyzing the attosecond beating
due to the interference of two-photon quantum
pathways that lead to the same final photoelectron
energy (in a technique called RABBITT) (16, 28).
RABBITT and attosecond streaking have been
shown to yield the same temporal information
about the photoemission process (19, 20).
We first probed the electronic band structure of

Ni(111) by studying the dependence of the static
photoelectron spectra on the EUV photon energy
andpolarization (Fig. 2A). Striking differences can
be observed for photoemission excited by s- andp-
polarized EUV fields, which can be understood in
terms of the selection rules for direct interband
transitions (1, 27). Taking these selection rules
into account and considering our experimental
geometry (45° angle of incidence of the HHG
beam), we can unambiguously assign the two
photoemission peaks in Fig. 2A that are excited
by s-polarized light to the two valence bands with
L3 symmetry (La

3 andL
b
3, with respective binding

energies of ~0.6 eV and ~1.25 eV). The additional
spectral weight observed for p-polarized light is
from theL1 initial band (~1.7 eV) (Fig. 2B). Both s-
and p-polarized photoemission exhibit peak
shiftswhen excited by different photon energies;
this is clear evidence of contributions from bulk
band transitions. Assuming direct transitions to
a free electron–like final state, we can map the
electron momentum in the surface-normal direc-
tion k⊥ for different photon energies (1, 29, 30).
The extracted band structure is plotted in Fig. 2B.
The good agreement of our photoelectron spectra
with previous studies using synchrotron light cov-
ering a similar energy range (30) (Fig. 2B) verifies
that high harmonics are ideal for capturing elec-
tron and band structure dynamicswith subfemto-
second time resolution, good energy resolution
(100 to 300meV), easymanipulation of thephoton
energy and polarization (31), and perfect synchro-
nization to the driving laser. Note that the valence
bands calculated using density functional theory
(DFT) are ~0.7 eV deeper than experiment be-
cause of the presence of strong correlations for
Ni 3d electrons (30, 32).
The most pronounced feature of Fig. 2A is the

enhancement in the intensity of the low-energy
spectral peak (~ –1.25 eV) upon excitationby~24-eV
HHGphotons (15th order). This resonant feature
clearly appears in the spectra that emerge from
excitation by an s-polarized EUV field, indicating
that the Lb

3 band is the initial band. Considering
the band structure of Ni(111) along the Г-L di-
rection, we can assign this spectral resonance to
direct interband transitions from the Lb

3 initial
band to the high-energy unoccupiedLB

1 final band
located at ~24 eV above the Fermi level, as in-
dicated by the blue arrow in Fig. 2B.
In photoemission theory, thematrix element

responsible for photoelectron spectra can be
written asMfi ¼ h f jH intjii, where jiiis the initial
state, j f i is the final state, andHint =AX ·p+p ·AX

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 1 JULY 2016 • VOL 353 ISSUE 6294 63

Fig. 1. Photoemission time delay
on and off a resonance in the band
structure. (A) Using high-order
harmonics, different photoelectron
final states can be accessed, cor-
responding to free electron–like
states or excited states in the band
structure. The damping length of
the final-state wave function inside
the crystal is increased when the
transition coincides with a final-
state resonance. (B) Static ARPES
excited by s-polarized HHG. The
energy resolution is ~0.3 eV, which
is sufficient to distinguish photo-
emissions from two initial bands

(La
3 and Lb

3). (C) Photoemission
time delays from laser-dressed
harmonic sidebands for s- and p-
polarized HHG for noble gas tar-
gets. A notable delay is introduced
at sideband SB16, attributable to the
>200-as lifetime of the excited state
in the material band structure.
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represents the interactionHamiltonian between
an electron and EUV electromagnetic radiation
with vector potentialAX. The final-statewave func-
tion can be represented as a time-reversed low-
energy electrondiffraction (LEED) state, composed
of a free-electronwave arriving at the detector and
a damped Bloch wave inside the crystal (1, 33),
with a characteristic damping length directly re-
lated to the IMFP and photoelectron lifetime. The
increase in photoemission intensity as a result of
this final-state resonance can be attributed to an
increase in photoelectron lifetime,with associated
elongation of the characteristic damping length
of the final-state wave function, which strongly
enhances the spatial overlap between the initial and
final-statewave functions, andhence the transition
probability. The energy-dependent photoemission
intensity of the Lb

3 band is summarized in Fig. 3B,
together with a fit to a Lorentzian function with
width g = 3.68 ± 0.88 eV and centered at 24.40 eV,
which is consistentwithprevious studies (26). Thus,
the characteristic lifetime of this final state can
be extracted from tspec = ħ/g = 179 ± 43 as.
To directly measure the difference in photo-

electron lifetimes between electrons excited into
high-energy final bands (i.e., on resonance) and
those excited into free-electron final states located
in the band-gap region (1, 33), we introduced an
IR laser field to dress the photoelectrons. In the
presence of the dressing laser field, there are two
distinct quantumpaths from an initial state to the
same sideband, namely (i) absorption ħw2n–1 + ħwL

and (ii) emission ħw2n+1 – ħwL of an IR photon (fig.
S1B). When the relative time delay td between the

HHG pump and the IR probe is changed, the in-
tensity of sidebands from a given initial band is
modulated as a result of quantum-path interfer-
ences (16, 28):

S2nðtdÞ ¼ A0sin½2wLðtd−tX −tPEÞ� ð1Þ

whereA0 is the intensity ofmodulation, tX= (f2n+1–
f2n–1)/2wL represents a time delay contributed by
the phase chirp between neighboring harmonics
(f2n+1 – f2n–1), and tPE is the photoemission delay.
Simultaneousmeasurement of two photoelectron
wave packets excited by the sameharmonic orders
allows us to cancel the influence of attochirp (tX).
This method was first implemented and validated
for isolated atoms (16). In our experiments, we use
thenonresonant photoemission from theLa

3 band
as the timing reference and determine the relative
photoemission delay of the resonant tPEðLb

3Þ −
tPEðLa

3Þ andnonresonant tPEðL1Þ − tPEðLa
3Þ. This

allows us to compare time delays for comparable
photoelectronenergies and to cancel effects arising
fromtheattochirp- ordressing field–inducedphase
delays.
We first measured the time delay tPEðLb

3Þ −
tPEðLa

3Þ using s-polarizedHHG fields. In Fig. 3C,
we plot a set of experimental RABBITT inter-
ferograms for td in the range –2 to 2 fs. The in-
terferograms were obtained by integrating the
photoelectron spectra over ±2.5° around the
Г point and subtracting the background spec-
trum obtained well before time zero. We inten-
tionally selected a small angular region in the
analysis to avoid the ambiguities resulting from

angle-dependent photoemission time delay (see
below). Figure 3Cclearly shows that photoelectrons
from the Lb

3 band are notably delayed for side-
band SB16 (corresponding to a photon energy
of 25.6 eV), which manifests as a large offset in
oscillations in the interferograms. This time delay
gradually vanishes at increasing and decreasing
photon energies, showing a nonmonotonic change
of tPEðLb

3Þ − tPEðLa
3Þ as a function of photon en-

ergies. One-dimensional (1D) lineouts correspond-
ing to theLa

3 andL
b
3 bands in the sideband region

are extracted in the panel on the right side of Fig.
3C, making it possible to determine the precise
values of tPEðLb

3Þ − tPEðLa
3Þ as a function of

energy. The results are summarized in Fig. 3A
(see supplementary materials for detailed anal-
ysis). By comparing this relative photoemission
delay with the spectral resonance (Fig. 3B), we
find that the observed maximum in time delay
coincides with the spectral resonance at the same
photon energy, strongly indicating that the
observed photoemission time delay originates
from the excited-state band structure of Ni(111).
Most important, the time delay measured using
laser-assisted photoemission, tchron = 212 ± 30 as,
agrees (within error bars) with the value from the
spectral resonance, tspec = 179 ± 43 as.
To extract the photoemission time delay

tPEðL1Þ − tPEðLa
3Þ, weusedp-polarizedEUV fields

for photoemission (Fig. 1C). We note that in this
situation, the low-energy sideband intensity of the
RABBITT oscillations has contributions from both
L1 and Lb

3 bands. With the knowledge of the in-
tensity contributions from these two initial bands,
the time delay tPEðL1Þ − tPEðLa

3Þ canbe extracted
(see supplementarymaterials), as shown in Fig. 3A.
In strong contrast to theLb

3 band, photoemission
from theL1 band exhibits a very small time delay
relative to that from the La

3 band and varies
smoothly across the photon energy range.
In photoemission theory, the photoelectron

lifetime can be understood as the time taken
for thewave function to evolve from aBlochwave
inside thematerial into a free-electron wave func-
tion outside the solid. Semiclassically, this is also
the time the photoelectron spends moving a dis-
tance corresponding to an IMFP (33, 34). As we
show below, the on-resonance time delay mea-
sured in our experiments can be directly related
to the lifetime of the final-state high-energy band.
The fact that ourmeasured time delay agreeswell
with the lifetime extracted from the spectral line-
width indicates that the lifetimes of photoelectrons
originating from the initialLa

3 band are very small
(within experimental error, ~ ±53 as). At the same
time, the photoelectron lifetimes corresponding to
theL1 band are longer by ~50 as (Fig. 3A). Because
both bands exhibit a smooth variation in photo-
emission cross section over the photon energy
range used here (see supplementary materials), it
is reasonable to assume that their photoelectron
lifetimes are slowly varying as a function of photon
energies. Thus, the results shown in Fig. 3A can be
interpreted as an abrupt increase of ~212 as in
photoelectron lifetime from the Lb

3 band when
the direct transition approaches a bulk final band
(LB

1 ), resulting in a final-state resonance.
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Fig. 2. Final-state resonance in photoemission from Ni(111). (A) EDC curves excited by s- (red) and p-
polarized (blue) HHG in a normal emission geometry (integrated ~ ±2° around the G point). The position of
the Fermi level (black dashed line) is determined from the laser photon energy (~1.6 eV) and analyzer work
function (4.25 eV).The orange dashed line shows the shift of the high-energy peak with HHG photon energy,
emphasizing the contribution of bulk band transitions. The intensity of the Lb

3 band clearly shows a spectral

resonance at ~24 eV. (B) Band structure along the G-L direction (normal to the surface) extracted from our
data (open symbols) compared with results of previous experiments (30) (solid lines) and DFT calculations
(dashed lines). A free-electron final state in a constant inner potential (30) is assumed and is used to map the
electron momentum normal to the sample surface k⊥.The final-state resonance observed in (A) corresponds
to a direct transition from the Lb

3 initial band to the LB
1 final band, as highlighted by the blue arrow.
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To physically interpret our measurements, we
used a 1D semiclassical model (35) to calculate
the RABBITT interferograms of photoelectrons
with the same final energy but emitted from dif-
ferent depths (e.g., 2 Å and 10Å) below the surface
to simulate photoelectrons with different IMFPs.
This model considers the quantum phases accu-
mulated as the photoelectrons scatter from the IR
dressing field and crystal potential (see supple-
mentary materials). The IR dressing field inside
themetal is mostly screened (see supplementary
materials and inset of Fig. 3D) and has negligible
influence on photoelectrons as they travel to the
surface (36). One-dimensional lineouts of the
RABBITT oscillations are plotted in Fig. 3D for
photoelectrons with a free-electron velocity
corresponding to an energy of 25.5 eV inside the
crystal. We find that the RABBITT oscillation
traces of photoelectrons emitted 10 Å below the
surface are delayed by 267 as relative to those
corresponding to photoelectrons originating 2 Å
below the surface; this is consistent with themea-
sured lifetime difference between them. In turn,

this allows us to directly relate our time-domain
measurements to the lifetimes and IMFPs of
photoelectrons, which determine the surface and
bulk contributions (1, 33).
Determining the IMFP involves selecting a

photoelectron velocity to be used in calculating it.
In a periodic crystal lattice, the elastic interaction
with atoms stronglymodifies the electron energy-
momentum relationship, giving rise to the elec-
tronic band structure. It is generally believed that
the velocity of photoelectrons can be represented
by the group velocity of the corresponding final
bands, which is given by the derivative of the
energywith respect to themomentumwave vector
k⊥ (11, 13, 14). To determine the final-state group
velocity, we used an ab initio calculation for the
bulk band structure of Ni along the Г-L direction,
including the high-energy valence bands (~24 eV).
We found that the final band involved in the
resonant transition (highlighted in Fig. 2B) has a
narrow bandwidth (~4 eV), consistent with our
experimental spectra. The corresponding group
velocity is givenby |@Efin/@(ħk⊥)|≈3.0 eVÅ/ħ,which

is much smaller than the velocity of a free electron
with the same kinetic energy (~19.1 eVÅ/ħ). Using
the calculated group velocity, we obtain an IMFP
of at most 1 Å, which is much smaller than values
reported in other studies (37, 38). We believe that
this discrepancy arises because the group veloc-
ity is not the transport velocity for high-energy
photoelectrons. As pointed out in previous studies
(34), high-energy (>20 eV) photoelectrons leave
the crystal before they are subject to the influence
of the crystal lattice, so they behave more like
plane waves with a free-electron dispersion. By
using the corresponding free-electron velocity in
our analysis, we extract an IMFP of ~6 Å for
photoelectrons that are emitted on resonance,
consistent with previous studies (29). In contrast,
the IMFPs of photoelectrons from the La

3 and
L1 bands, as well as those from theLb

3 band away
from the spectral resonance, are estimated to be
~3 Å, manifesting their surface-emission nature.
Other important evidence that the band struc-

ture of thematerial strongly influences the photo-
emission lifetime can be seen from the angle

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 1 JULY 2016 • VOL 353 ISSUE 6294 65

Fig. 3. Direct time-domain measurement of the final-state lifetime.
(A) Photoemission time delays tPEðLb

3Þ − tPEðLa
3Þ and tPEðL1Þ − tPEðLa

3Þ as a
function of photon energy, clearly showing an increase in lifetime (by 212 ± 30
as) when the final state corresponds to a short-lived excited state in the band
structure. Error bars represent SD of time delays extracted frommore than 200
individual scans.The red solid line is a Lorentzian curve with the same linewidth
as in (B). (B) Spectral intensity of the Lb

3 initial band as a function of photon
energy.The blue point (14th order) is obtained fromHHGdriven by 390-nm laser
field. Error bars represent the fitting uncertainties of the photoelectron yield from
individual photoelectron spectra that were used to extract each point (see
supplementary materials). The pink line represents a Lorentzian fit, yielding a

linewidth of g = 3.68 eV. (C) Two-dimensional map of photoelectron yields as a
function of photoelectron energy and pump-probe time delay td, excited by s-
polarized HHG.To enhance the color contrast, 90% of the ground-state spectrum
is subtracted to visualize the interferogram. The relative delays between photo-
electrons from the La

3 and Lb
3 initial bands are manifested as a large offset in

oscillations in the sidebands (white dashed boxes). A zoom-in view in both energy
and time delay at the resonant energy is plotted in fig. S5D. Right panel: 1D lineouts
for La

3 and Lb
3 initial bands in the corresponding regions. (D) Results of 1D

semiclassical simulations. Relative to photoelectrons emitted from 2 Å below the
surface, those emitted from 10 Å below the surface are delayed by 267 as. Inset:
Profile of the dressing field strength normal to the surface (Ez) across the interface.
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dependence of the lifetime as a function of elec-
tron transversemomentumk//. To cancel any time
delays imposed by the incident and reflected laser
fields (35, 36) and to extract the contribution due
to band-structure effects, we used the RABBITT
oscillations from the La

3 band as the timing refer-
ence at different emission angles (q) for each
sideband (see supplementary materials). The
angle-dependent results of tPEðLb

3; qÞ − tPEðLa
3 ; qÞ

are summarized in Fig. 4A for SB16 and SB14
(near the resonance). As shown in Fig. 4A, the
time delay tPEðLb

3; qÞ − tPEðLa
3 ; qÞ at SB16 reaches

its maximum value of ~220 as at G point (q = 0),
whereas it reduces to ~30 as when the emission
angle approaches q = ±15°. The overall trend is
symmetric around the G point, which strongly
suggests the band-structure origin of this angle-
dependent photoemission time delay. The most
interesting feature is that tPEðLb

3; qÞ − tPEðLa
3 ; qÞ

exhibits a double-peak shape at SB14 (Fig. 4A)
as the time delay increases to its maximum on-
resonance value at q ≈ ±6° and then decreases for
larger emission angles.
To quantitatively interpret this angle-dependent

photoemission lifetime, we compared the predicted
time delays associated with our model and DFT
calculations (see supplementarymaterials) with
the experimental data (Fig. 4A). Our results show
that for SB16, the HHG photon energy closely
matches the resonant excited state at the G point,

yielding a maximum time delay for q = 0. More-
over, the time delay monotonically decreases at
larger emission angles, since final-state band dis-
persion causes the transition to be off resonance.
On the other hand, for SB14, in which the photon
energy is ~3.2 eV lower, the resonant transition is
not accessible at the G point, but is on resonance
and yields amaximumtimedelay at a ~6° emission
angle (Fig. 4C). The key factor for this agreement
is the dispersion of the S1 final band along the
G−K direction (with a group velocity of ~ –14 eVÅ/ħ),
which determines the slope of the time delay as
a function of q.
Our results highlight the importance of the mate-

rial band structure in determining photoemission
time delays, whichmust also be taken into account
even at higher photon energies. In the future, this
approach can be used to experimentally access
quasi-particle lifetimes, electron mean free paths,
electron-electron scattering, and dynamical screen-
ing, all of which represent grand challenges for
condensedmatter theory.Moreover, other effects,
including Cooper minima (39) and Fano resonan-
ces (40), could also lead to notable delays, making
attosecond studies of metal valence bands a chal-
lenging but also a rich and interesting problem.
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(C) Illustration of direct transitions in the G−K direction for SB14 and SB16.
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in Fig. 2B. The initial and final bands are highlighted by thick solid lines; the
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energy obtained in our experiments. Transitions corresponding to sideband
photon energies are labeled as dashed arrows. Inset: Experimental geometry.
IR and HHG beams are focused onto a Ni(111) surface at a 45° incident angle;
q is assigned to the emission angle of photoelectrons relative to the sample

normal direction (z) along the G−K direction.
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MALARIA MOSQUITOES

A maleness gene in the malaria
mosquito Anopheles gambiae
Elzbieta Krzywinska,1* Nathan J. Dennison,2,3*
Gareth J. Lycett,2 Jaroslaw Krzywinski1,2†

The molecular pathways controlling gender are highly variable and have been identified in only
a few nonmammalian model species. In many insects, maleness is conferred by a Ychromosome–
linkedM factor of unknown nature.We have isolated and characterized a gene, Yob, for theM factor
in themalariamosquitoAnopheles gambiae. Yob, activated at the beginning of zygotic transcription
and expressed throughout a male’s life, controls male-specific splicing of the doublesex gene.
Silencing embryonic Yob expression is male-lethal, whereas ectopic embryonic delivery of Yob
transcripts yields male-only broods.This female-killing property may be an invaluable tool for
creation of conditional male-only transgenic Anopheles strains for malaria control programs.

A
nimals have evolved a variety of mecha-
nisms for sex determination. In insects, a
common pattern requires a primary sex-
determining signal that in early embryos
activates a short cascade of sex-specifically

spliced genes. The products of these genes mod-
ulate differentiation of an individual into either
male or female, depending on the sex determi-
nation system (1). In the absence of the primary
signal, a default pattern of gene splicing leads to
the development of the opposite sex. Only the final
element of the cascade, the doublesex gene, iswell
conserved, whereas upstream genes are highly
evolutionarily labile (2) and are difficult to identify
with comparative genomics tools.
Drosophila melanogaster has an XX/XY chro-

mosomal sex determination system, in which
a double dose of X chromosome–linked signal
elements (XSE) represents the primary signal
that initiates female-specific pre-mRNA splicing
in a cascade of subordinate genes sex lethal
(Sxl), transformer (tra), and doublesex (dsx)
(3, 4). The resulting transcripts yield function-
al female-specific proteins, of which SXL regu-
lates splicing of tra, and TRA, along with its

cofactor TRA2, promotes splicing of dsx. Inmales,
a single dose of XSE is insufficient to initiate
this female-specific cascade, and the three genes
are spliced by a default male-specific mode, with
only dsx encoding a functional protein. Themale
and female forms of DSX regulate sex-specific
morphologies by modulating the expression of
genes involved in downstream sexual differen-
tiation processes.
The dipteransCeratitis capitata,Lucilia cuprina,

andMusca domestica, and the beetle Tribolium
castaneum, also possess an XX/XY chromosomal
system.However, in these insects an unidentified
Y chromosome–linked M factor constitutes a
primary signal that determines maleness (5–8).
In none of these species is Sxl involved in sex
determination. Instead, maternal tra mRNA is
sufficient to direct default female development
in the absence of the Y-linked factor, whereas
in males the M may be preventing establishment
of tra function by an unknownmechanism (9–12).
The XX/XY system incorporating a dominant Y-
linked M factor is common in many insect groups
(13–15). However, with the exception ofNix (a homo-
log of tra2) from a mosquito Aedes aegypti (16),
genes encodingM factor have remained enigmatic.
In anopheline mosquitoes, the only described

element of the (morphological) sex determination
cascade is dsx (17). To elucidate the initial steps of
sex determination in theAfricanmalariamosquito,
Anopheles gambiae, we analyzed transcriptomes
of male and female embryos (18), whose sexual

identity was determined by polymerase chain re-
action (PCR) (fig. S1). Separate pools of mRNA
were sequenced, yielding ~500,000 Roche 454
reads from each sex. From themale pool, 21 reads
uniquely mapped to the previously characterized
scaffoldAAAB01008227derived fromtheA.gambiae
Y chromosome (19).
The corresponding gene (hereafter called

Yob) consists of three exons and produces tran-
scripts differing in size because of intron reten-
tion (fig. S2). Yob likely represents the same
gene as gYG2 (20), which partially overlaps Yob,
but its annotation lacks over half of the Yob
gene sequence. Among the A. gambiae Y-linked
genes, only the Yob/gYG2 locus is Y-linked across
the examined species from the A. gambiae com-
plex (21), indicative of an important sexual iden-
tity function. Consistent with the chromosomal
location, transcription of Yob is limited to males.
Transcription begins in embryos between 2 and
2.5 hours after oviposition, before blastoderm for-
mation (22) and expression of other Y-chromosome
genes (20, 21), and continues throughout the
life of the mosquito (Fig. 1A and fig. S3A). Onset
of the Yob transcription is nearly contempora-
neous with that of orthologs of even skipped
(AGAP010279) and hunchback (AGAP010777) (fig.
S3B), whose transcripts mark the beginning of
zygotic expression in Drosophila (23, 24). We
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Fig. 1. Transcription of Yob and dsx in A. gambiae
early embryos. (A) Onset of zygotic Yob transcrip-
tion. (B) Establishment of the sex-specific expres-
sion pattern of dsx.Time of RNA sample collection
(inhoursafteroviposition)areshownabovegel images;
(-) negative control; ribosomal proteinS7 (rpS7) tran-
script levels were used as a gel loading control.
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was associated with excitation into unoccupied band states.

200 as that∼free space (see the Perspective by Bovensiepen and Liggues). They succeeded in resolving a time delay of 
attosecond pulse trains to distinguish the dynamics of electrons excited from a nickel surface into discrete states versus 

 usedet al.More than a century later, attosecond spectroscopy has let researchers explore that process in real time. Tao 
Einstein earned his Nobel Prize for a quantum-mechanical explanation of electron ejection from metals by light.

Clocking electrons as they exit a metal
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